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Conceptual framework

o

o

o
o
o

This paper reports on the problem of procedural and distributional fairness
along the French wheat-to-bread food value chain (FVC) and the specific
hybrid approach of qualitative and quantitative modelling and simulation
undertaken to address this issue from the perspective of socioeconomic
sustainability of the supply chain system.
We illustrate how techniques such as cognitive mapping and agent resource
mapping are used for system analysis, resource flows and agent rules
definition in an agent-based model (ABM).
Secondly, we explore how these maps are implemented as a policy scenario
simulator for policy experimentation and optional recommendations.
The goal is to experiment on and test various what-if policy and market
interventions and to inform the development of transition pathways towards
more environmentally sustainable and socially fair food value chains.
This work is part of the EU-funded VALUMICS project focused on
understanding dynamic food value chains.
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French wheat-to-bread food FVC
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French wheat-to-bread food FVC hybrid ABM stages

o Conceptual specification of the ABM (iterative process)
Information audit on qualitative and quantitative information needed and what
gaps are there to be filled, including from which data sources
Work with domain expert partners on problem structuring and definition

o

o

o Functional specification of the ABM (iterative process )
Qualitative modelling with partners, using cognitive mapping, agent interaction
mapping and agent rule mapping

o

o Qualitative and quantitative information gathering using decision tables
gaps related to agent decision procedural description, conditional factors and what
if questions; gaps in parameters and fair value metrics;

o

o Technical specification (agile approach)
agent interaction structure, agent state charts, resource flows and pseudo code for
an initial ABM implementation in Repast

o

o

Validation and verification
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Agent decisions and behaviour exploration: what if scenarios
o Testing how a change in volumes produced/consumed may impact the whole
of the food value chain in terms of
o i) structure of the chain,
o ii) total number of jobs and
o iii) value-added distribution along the chain
o Different “scenarios” connected to production and external financing
o “industry-led” market
o “artisan-led” market
o changing level of CAP subsidies ("public financing")
o KPI for fair value distribution are gross margins and revenues
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Cognitive map for French wheat-to-bread food value chain (FVC)
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Agent behaviour rule map for French wheat-to-bread FVC
include ind bakers
and retailer actors

C: If Production ordered > Total capacity,
THEN increase capacity with ... (hire N
workers, AND OR invest in more property
(land, plant), OR enter into joint venture 3

bread revenues are
around 50%

C: If consumer category is ... AND generation effect
C: price change
product Price is < max. accepted
function effect
price AND product is available THEN
buy product 3
C: rate of
communication
C: If ordered production < production planned;
(contact rate) 3
AND OR If Revenues < Expenses, THEN decrease
A: Adjust buying
capacity utilization accordingly (lay off workers,
habit function 3
decrease input resources (flour bought) for a two
year period
C: time to use

C: Public policy
related to bread ?
C: time to produce
ConvProduct (...) 3

A: Adjust production plan
according to demand (order
received) AND anything other?

C: Capaicity utilization
per product category
(...) 3
A: Produce per
plan 3

A: Product inventory
management per product
category (production stocks
available) 3
C: time to supply to
contractor (...) 3

C: Total production
capacity (max ...) 3
C: Labour
(employee number
...) 3
C: Productivity per
employee (...) 3

C: Productivity per
production input 3

C: Pay per
employee (...) 3
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A: Calculate financial resource
available: GrProfit (Revenues Expenses); Calculate grMargin AND
Lerner Index 3

A: Receive ordered product
category, quality and
quantity (...) 3

product 3

A: Buy product per
individual buying habit 3

A: Calculate revenues per product
(production quantity ordered *
product prce per product category
and quality) 3

NO: A: Communicate about
product reputation ("product B
is better than product A" 3

A: Use product 3

C: time to receive
order (...) 3
A: Make order for flour
quality, quantity and
category 3
C: If buying price offer is > = min accepted
C: time to agree
selling price, THEN accept max buying price
on price 3
offer among all buyers (per product quality,
Calculate price
quantity and category) 3
for bread

A: Estimate flour quantity needed for
buying per unit of bread production
(according to quality, conventional or
ecological product category)

C: Cost per all other
resources per product
(...) 3

A: Calculate expenses
for production (...) 3

C: Production VarC +
(rate of return (%) *
ProdVarC) 3

C: market led scenario (llife
style influenced change from
bread to other products)

A: Estimate expected sell (buy) price
per product category (need to
define flour and bread category and
unit of production)

C: time to make
order (...) 3

A: Take flour price per
quantity (per product
category and quality) 3

A: Agree on buying price per
target profit
product quantity, quality and margin for bread
category and on contract time
(min, max)
period 3

tard bakery chains (franchise are
connected to millers and are captive)
and trad bakery clusters (they can
negotiate)
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C: Adjust sell (buy) price offer to
competition function (rival number,
quantity supplied and product price)
(?) 3

rent and location function
effect (take the mean
variable value)

Conceptualising the French wheat-to-bread FVC from a hybrid perspective
Environment factors:
Product Price on stock markets, Global supply
and demand, Sustainability and production
(quality and price) regulation, Environmental
conditions, social movements

FVC Agents (Category I, II, III for each level)

Name, Number, ProdCapacity per product category
(Total and CapUtilization), ProdVarCosts per
product category (Labour, Energy, Input
Resources, Licenses), ProductPrice, Revenues
PerProduct, TimeToProduce, TimeToSupply,
TimeToGetPayment, Input Resources
NeededForProduction, TradeAgreement Contents
(ProductCategory, ProductQuantity, Product
Quality, ProductPrice, TimeToPay, TimeTo Supply,
Other Expenses (distribution, promotion,
unsoldProduct)), Product demand per product
category

Production (TotalCapacity, % Utilization,
Production Adjustment), Price setting and
negotiation, TradeAgreement negotiation,
ProductOrder, ProductSupply, BuyProduct per
consumer category, Product switch per consumer
category, ChangeInProduction (due to
competition, demand, capabilities), Opportunistic
Behaviour (ChangeBuyer, ChangeSupplier,
ChangePrice, ChangeAgreement Conditions
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System dynamics simulation of
financial resource flows

Agent based simulation of FVC actors
behaviour

Code implementation, checking and calibration in Repast software
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Verification and validation
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